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ABSTRACT
The eSports scene as well as the Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) have rapidly
grown in popularity over the past decade. Research regarding game design factors and player
experience in this genre are still not fully explored. This study aimed to examine Heroes of the
Storm ( HotS), League of Legends (LoL) and Defense of the Ancients 2 (Dota2) through a
tailored game ontology for MOBA games, if the game mechanics cause more frustration and
challenge compared to other genres (Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth, 2015); and to better
understand the effect on player experience in MOBA games. Results suggest that builds for
heroes, including talents, items and meta strategies, are the most challenging aspects.
Frustration may surge when players make mistakes or when communication within the team
fails. Additionally, the main difference between these games is the level of difficulty and
complexity making Dota2 the optimal choice for MOBA veterans and HotS a good
introduction to the MOBA genre.
Keywords: MOBA, player experience, game design factors, game mechanics

ABSTRAKT
ESports scenen så väl som Multiplayer Online Battle Arena genren har snabbt vuxit i
popularitet under de senaste tio åren. Forskning angående speldesignfaktorer och
spelupplevelse har fortfarande inte blivit fullt utforskat. Syftet med denna studie är att
undersöka Heroes of the Storm (H
 otS), League of Legends (LoL) och Defense of the Ancients
2 (Dota2) genom en skräddarsydd ontologi för MOBA spel, och hur spelmekanikerna skapar
mer frustration och utmaning hos spelare i jämförelse med andra genrer (Johnson, Nacke och
Wyeth, 2015) samt att bättre förstå vilken effekt de har på spelarna i MOBA genren. Resultaten
tyder att builds för karaktärer, inklusive talents, items o ch metastrategier är dem mest
utmanande elementen. Frustration kan uppstå när spelare gör misstag eller när
kommunikationen inom laget ej fungerar. Den största skillnaden i mellan dessa spel är
svårighetsgraden och komplexitet, vilket leder till att Dota2 ä r ett optimalt val för veteraner och
HotS är en bra introduktion till MOBA genren.
Nyckelord: MOBA, spelupplevelse, speldesign, spelmekaniker
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of technology has brought new possibilities for games to develop and
attract a wider variety of players. Throughout the years, many new genres of video games have
emerged. This has lead to an increase in complexity of video games; going from Pong (Atari,
1972) to games like World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004) where hundreds of
players meet to play with and against each other in a massive virtual world (Arsenault, 2009;
Kuo, Hiler and Lutz, 2017; Raby, 2012). This has opened new fields of study for researchers,
both concerning the design of video games as well as the effects they have on players.

In recent years, the eSports scene has taken over the majority of players’ preferences
(Erzberger, 2016;Freeman and Wohn, 2017) with games such as Counter Strike: Global
Offensive (Valve Corporation, 2012), League of Legends (Riot Games, 2009), Defense of the
Ancients 2 (Valve Corporation, 2013) and Overwatch (Blizzard Entertainment, 2016). These
titles fall into different genres and one genre that has grown in popularity is the Massive Online
Battle Arena genre (Nuyens et al, 2016). League of Legends for example, is the most played PC
game and has drawn in over a 100 million players (Kollar, 2016; Tassi, 2016; Volk, 2016) as
well as it is the most watched game on Twitch (a live streaming service) with over 110,000
viewers. (TwitchMetrics, 2017). The world championship in Defense of the Ancients 2 has held
the record of largest prize pool in eSports, since 2014. This year’s tournament gathered a total
of over 24.6 million USD (eSports Earnings, 2017).

A reason to why MOBA games (which will be further referred to as MOBAs) are so popular is
due to their accessibility. Most games cost a lot of money, whereas MOBAs like League of
Legends and Defense of the Ancients 2 are free to play. Meaning anyone with a suitable
computer can access and play the game. (Crider, 2017; Duetzmann, 2016). Another reason
maybe that MOBAs are easy to understand and learn but hard to master, giving players the
opportunity to continuously develop their skills to play (Crider, 2017; Duetzmann, 2016;
Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth, 2015; Tyack, Wyeth and Johnson, 2016). Lastly, due to the
popularity of online streaming services like Twitch or Youtube, watching people play games
has become an influential source for the viewers to start playing games. (Duetzmann, 2016;
Tyack, Wyeth and Johnson, 2016).
6

1.1.1. History of MOBA games
In 1998, Blizzard Entertainment released the game Starcraft. This game provided the players
with a customizable feature, giving the possibility of creating mods ( altered unofficial versions
of the game). One of these custom-made mods stuck out from the rest: Aeon of Strife. This
would be the inspiration to the MOBA games to come. In 2002, Warcraft 3: Reign of Chaos
(Blizzard Entertainment, 2002) was released, where the first official MOBA game called
Defense of the Ancients (DotA) was created as a mod. Originally, StarCraft is a Real Time
Strategy (RTS) game, which implies that players must act immediately when events occur. The
opposite genre would be Turn Based Strategy which involves that the players take turns in
order to resolve actions. Hence, MOBAs are still a RTS game. Though, their specific
characteristics have made games like these become an individual genre: MOBAs, while some
call it an Action Real Time Strategy (ARTS). Over the years the games of this genre have
evolved to something much greater than what they were meant to be (Van Hulst, 2017).
1.1.2. What is a MOBA?
A MOBA game is played by two opposing teams consisting of normally five players each,
where the objective is to destroy the enemy’s base structure. Each player controls a different
character called ‘hero’ which consists of various skills or abilities which can be used to kill
enemies, boost allies or destroy structures. The game itself is not played like a linear story (as
in games such as First Person Shooters or Role Playing Games) , instead it requires for players
to play matches. Every game is considered to give a different experience to players, due to that
each match is played with different heroes, players of different skill levels and new situations
leading to different outcomes. In a documentary, a professional player defined MOBA games
as a combination of Chess a nd Football, due to the high level of strategy that is required to play
these games but also the importance of playing as a team in order to succeed (Free to Play,
2014).

1.2. Related Literature
The following section will cover related literature on player experience (PX), literature on
MOBA games and game research methods in order to understand the background for this
study.
7

1.2.1. Player Experience (PX)
The term of ‘experience’ itself is explained to be a dynamic, complex and subjective
phenomenon. It relies on the perception of qualities of design and may change based on
influences from variations in contextual factors. (Buchenau and Suri, 2000, p.424, cited in
Hagen, 2011, p. 261).

Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth (2015) conducted a study to examine the PX factors in different
video game genres. Findings showed that games that are likely played with others resulted in
less immersion and presence for players. MOBA games offer less autonomy but cause more
frustration and challenge compared to the other genres. Of all genres that were studied (seven),
there was no difference concerning the competence and flow 1. Results suggest that there are
two types of players based on their motivation to play. First those whose experience is based
around presence and immersion and second, those driven by challenge and social interactions.
1.2.2. MOBA Literature
Tyack, Wyeth and Johnson (2016) conducted a study to better understand how team
composition influences PX in MOBA games and in turn understand how MOBA play affects
player mood and wellbeing. Results showed that the main reason for starting to play was due to
friends or at least one acquaintance who already played. A second reason was watching another
person play online (streaming). Good communication and coordination were equally as
important for all participants. Skilled play was more important for players who played with
strangers rather than friends. This suggests that PX relating to individual actions affect the
importance of team performance. Authors also found that some friendships that are made
within the game have a similar effect to those developed in real life, which are coincident to
findings from other studies (Ghuman and Griffiths, 2012) and that relationships most often
form when effectively playing together. Various reasons for stopping to play MOBA games
were the lack of time, preference of other games or that they no longer considered the game to
be fun. The variation between reasons for quitting and starting to play may suggest that it is
based on the players’ individual context.

Flow i s a state of mind where there is balance between challenge and entertainment.
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990 cited in Schell, 2008, p. 118)
1
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Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth (2015) found that the MOBA genre does not show as many
positive effects on player experience as other genres and based on this, authors conducted a
second study searching for motivational drivers for this type of play. Findings show that
competition is highly valued and that players felt a high sense of satisfaction when mastering
the game. One of the biggest reasons for playing MOBA games is teamwork, which can be
derived into three sub-categories: fun with friends, performing well as a team and the types of
teamwork. The main categories for motivation to play MOBAs were: competition, mastery a nd
teamwork.
1.2.3. Game Design Research Methods
Many qualitative game studies include some kind of close reading or in-depth analysis of
games in order to better understand a phenomenon in games. Formal Analysis is a method for
research where an artifact and its specific elements are analyzed (Lankoski & Björk, 2015).
This method focuses on studying a game without its context, by analyzing gameplay and
understanding how the game system works. This method is for describing a work’s formal
features, in games this may include the systematic features such as elements, rules and
objectives (or goals).

1.3. Purpose of Study
As mentioned earlier, the MOBA genre is quite young and research is still nascent. Both in
terms of psychological and physical aspects2 as well as regarding the complexity in game
design of games in this genre. It is interesting to see that even though many games imply
violent content and may affect players negative behavior, there are positive effects that should
be studied. MOBAs in particular, have been found to act as a ‘therapist’ for some people, for
example, in terms of the friendships one encounters in these games (Vella, Johnson and
Mitchell, 2016). For scholars, there is a big absence in theoretical studies regarding game
design aspects, which this report will try to provide.

This study seeks to better understand the aspects of game design in MOBA games. The author
suggests there might be differences between games of the same genre and therefore aims to
2
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Physical skill referring to hand-eye coordination, for example.

bring forth new knowledge regarding player experience and game design factors to provide
deeper insight of the MOBA phenomenon and its unique case. Through a detailed description
of the three most played MOBA games and a series of semi-structured interviews, the author
will try to answer the following research questions:
● What aspects of game design makes MOBA games frustrating and challenging?
● How does the MOBA mechanics affect PX?
Hopefully, the results of this study will contribute to a wider perspective and knowledge of the
MOBA genre.

The following section of this report will cover how this matter will be addressed and the
methodology used in this study.

2. METHOD
For this study, the three most played MOBAs (Painter, 2017; Faizy, 2017) will be studied.
The games are the following:
● Defense of the Ancients 2 (Dota 2), version: 7.07d.
● League of Legends ( LoL), version: 7.24b.
● Heroes of the Storm ( HotS), patch: 2.29.7.
This study will be divided in two separate cases. First, each game will be analyzed individually
by applying formal analysis (Lankoski and Björk, 2015, pp.23-33). The analysis will cover the
standard version for each game (not the custom game modes). In-game functions that affect the
player but not the game experience will also be excluded, such as cosmetics for the heroes.
Strategies for playing will be discussed but they will not be described fully due to the limited
time for this study and because of the extensive skill and complexity that is involved in order to
explain and understand the interactions for this type of play. In-depth analysis of heroes and
their individual abilities will not be done, due to the same reason as strategies. Regarding
player experience, audiovisual aspects, narrative and small functional mechanics3 have been
excluded due to the focus on mechanics and timeframe for the study.

3

For example the visuals of towers on the mini-map and their functionality of displaying health in some
games but not others.
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In order to describe the game and its components, it is necessary to use a consistent and
adaptive vocabulary according to Lankoski and Björk (2015, pp. 24-25). In this study, terms
from Lankoski and Björk (2015), Brathwaite & Schreiber (2009) and Fullerton (2008) will be
used in order to achieve a better description of the games (See Appendix A). Each component
and category of the analyzed game was then compared to the components and categories from
the other games. A game ontology was created based on this preliminary analysis for the
purpose of better understanding the similarities between the games as well as potential
differences after all the individual game analyses (See Appendixes B - D).

The author played all games multiple times and on various occasions, both solo queueing and
with friends. For HotS and LoL, s ome friends to the author were recruited in order to coach and
help explain features and to better understand the games and their mechanics.

The second case of this study, consists of semi-structured interviews with six experienced
players of these games. The interviews lasted between 20-40 minutes and questions were based
on results from case A and from motivational drivers for MOBA play according to Johnson,
Nacke and Wyeth (2015). Participants’ answers were analysed and sorted into topics that
emerged in the analysis. Topics were then compared between the game that the participants had
played and the answers given, in order to find if there are any similarities, differences and
correlations. The author sent out formal participation requests on Discord servers, and to Steam
and Battle.net contacts. Those who answered the invitation were then briefly interviewed about
their MOBA experience in order to check whether they qualified as participants for the study or
not. All participants were treated equally and have been anonymized. All interviews were
recorded with Open Broadcaster Software.
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Table 1. Participant demographics. a Total experience of MOBA games in years. b Amount of weekly
play in hours.
Most Played MOBA

MOBA Experience a

Weekly Play b

A

HotS

0,5

10

B

Dota 2

9

15

C

HotS

8

10-15

D

LoL

9

7

E

LoL

5

5

F

Dota 2

12

8-12

Participant

3. MOBA GAME ONTOLOGY
During the process of analysing HotS, LoL and Dota2, a game ontology was created in order
to have a clear framework to analyze the game and its components from. The categories which
are to be analysed surged from a preliminary analysis of each game and noting repeating
factors across the games. (See Table 2; See Appendix A for further reference).
Table 2. Game ontology for MOBA games.
Element

Subelement

Game Properties

Map

Syntax
Description of the game in
general: victory conditions,
amount of players, outcome
and boundaries.

Minimap

Description of the space
where the game takes place.

Objectives

The conditions for winning,
side missions and rules.

Heroes

Description of player avatars
and their functionality.

Abilities

Description of actions
performed by heroes.

Hero Builds
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Talents, Items, Runes

Additional modifiers to
heroes.

Description of Resources.
Minions

Additional characters and
their functionality.

Structures

Buildings and similar
structures and their
functionality.

Progression and Mechanics

Actions which are performed
by the players and the
system. Actions that permit
players to interact with game
space.

Teamplay

Communication

Interactions between players.

This framework was then reworked and tailored to be used as a preliminary framework for
analysing MOBA games such as League of Legends or Heroes of the Storm.

4. DATA AND ANALYSIS
Following subsections will contain a brief description of the game components and game
mechanics followed by relevant statements from the interviews in relation to the categories as
seen in Table 2. The participants will be referred to as P - X, where x represents the significant
letter of the participant, as seen in Table 1.

4.1. MAP
The layout of the map in a MOBA game is symmetrical, meaning that both sides of the map
start with the same amount of resources and capabilities. (Schell, 2009, p. 172). The space is
divided into each team’s territory (two sides), where both sides consist of the same elements. In
LoL and Dota 2, there is a river which separates these two sides, in HotS the jungle d ivides the
two sides. The map has an amount of lanes. The lanes are referred to as top lane, bottom lane
and midlane. The lanes function are like “roads” where the characters can move on. Along the
lanes, there are structures which have the purpose of defending the team’s territory. (See
Images 1, 2 and 3). In the areas surrounding the lanes, there is a jungle, which contains camps
and neutral minions (will be further explained in the Minion s ection). The terrain of the map is
filled with various environmental objects: such as trees, uneven grounds (e.g. a higher ground
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which can’t be walked across) or other neutral objects that aid players (e.g. Blast Cone

4

i n

LoL). Normally the map contains at least one boss-pit and each of the team’s core or fountain
at the far ends of the map. (See Images 1, 2 and 3).
In both Dota 2 and LoL the map is always the same (not considering updates5 ). While in HotS
there are fourteen different maps that can be played on. They are all symmetrical, however, the
“standard layout” of the map (in comparison to LoL and Dota 2) is slightly different across
most of the maps in HotS. There are different amounts of lanes, and the location of the camps
in the jungle are also different. Every map in HotS has three objectives, to which there are
additional areas in each map based on the objective. (See Image 1).

When participants were asked about whether the map is a contributing factor for gameplay, all
participants answered yes. One participant mentioned a difference between the importance of
the map between MOBAs: “[the map] is less important in HotS than other MOBAs because
you have more survivability and ganks 6 are less punishing but it's still very important the later
the game goes” (P-C), “Knowing the map, or how you can escape or utilize it to its fullest, it's
like game 101. That's like the difference between an intermediate player and a skilled player.“
(P-D). Another participant gave the following explanation:
Support players need to know all the timing for stack camps, they have
to know good ward places, first of all to place wards themselves but
also to know where there could be an enemy ward if they see me die
there… But it's also really important for the carry players to get really
efficient room to farm or to abuse the map, like the high ground, so
the enemy hero, maybe if you play midlane, missed some hits if it
goes up, or something like this is really important to know the map.
(P-B)

4

A plant which throws a hero to a target area when activated. (See Appendix C).
When developers release a new patch or update, the game elements have new modifications or
changes in properties: changing the overall behaviour and interaction with the game.
6
Gank is a gaming term that refers to when the enemy team surprise attacks.
5
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An important feature of the map is the Fog of War. This is an effect in all units that emits a
small light within a range of the unit. The Fog of War a lso “hides” the opponent team’s
territory and movement from the other team. (See Image 3). In Dota 2 and LoL, there are items
that can give additional vision over enemy territory while HotS adds abilities and talents that
permits heroes to gain additional vision. One participant mentioned this feature to be an
important factor for gameplay:
Sometimes the Fog of War mechanic is underestimated by players.
Just the whole idea of using that against each other creates a very
interesting scenario in MOBAs. In situations, like… That you can bait
people into your team, if you're playing some weaker character, you
can bait the enemy into a trap or certain stuff like that. (P-E)

Image 1. An edited image demonstrating four different maps in HotS.

4.1.1. Mini-map
A mini-map is a simple visualization of the overall map, normally positioned in the bottom
corner of the screen. The mini-map displays icons that represent the various locations of the
map (such as camps and towers) and the positioning of heroes. The mini-map is crucial to
15

players in order to have a view over the teams positioning and movement, as well as to “keep
eyes on” the enemy team. It is also possible to ping (see Communication section) and in Dota2
and LoL it is possible to move the hero directly on the mini-map.
This feature had the same purpose across all games. However, there are slight differences
between the properties of the mini-map across the games. In HotS and LoL there is a
representation of the direction of which the hero is moving towards, in HotS t here are
directional lines for mercs a s well. DotA 2 had also one feature that stood out: drawing. In this
game, the players have the possibility of drawing (only with their representative colour) on the
mini-map.

Image 2. A screenshot demonstrating the mini-map in LoL. Notice the vision which allied units have
(bottom jungle). I mage 3. Mini-map in Dota 2, edited to demonstrate Wards. Notice how towers have
been destroyed along the lanes (square icons).

4.2. OBJECTIVES
There are various objectives that players have to do in order to achieve their main goal: to
destroy the opponent base. However, it is possible to consider these objectives as chained
objectives 7 o r as strategies. One of the objectives which all the examined MOBAs have, is the
action of taking down towers in order and per lane, called pushing a lane. It is not an explicit

7

The chain objectives involve that players are to do A in order to achieve B. Which then leads to
objective C and so on.
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objective, meaning that there is a “text box” that explains it at the beginning of every match,
though players need to make use of this strategy in order to gain access to the opponent’s core.
Apart from the main goal and pushing lanes, there are other side objectives such as the “boss”
or the special map objectives in HotS. When the boss-like creature is defeated, the team who
slays it is granted a special power or ability that aids them to succeed in teamfights or push
lanes.
In HotS, there are always three map specific objectives. After completing each objective
successively, the team who completes the quest first, will gain a reward that will aid them to
push lanes, defeat the base or win teamfights. In this game in particular, these objectives have a
higher importance than pushing lanes itself (which is of higher value in LoL and Dota2) . One
participant mentioned this: “... Because the objectives are so good at pushing so in the late
game even if you've been behind the whole game you might be able to push and end the game
with it.” (P-C).

A few of the participants mentioned that the objectives themselves were well-known among
players, but that it was rather the decision making of when to do which things that was the
hardest part for both themselves and other players. As one participant said:
Most of the people know the objectives, but I think the hard thing
about the objectives is to know when to kind of pull, or where to ward
because it doesn't make sense if you are pushing that you ward your
own jungle or something like this, this is something you have to
know…. Most of the players really know what the objectives are but
it's hard for the most players to, also for me, like for every player it's
really hard to decide which objectives should be taken now or which
to focus on. (P-B)
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4.3. HEROES
Heroes are the visual representation of the players in the game. There are some
characteristics that define the heroes in general. From the analysis, the author suggests the
following basic properties:
● Must be controlled by a player.
● Have a basic attack and at least 4 abilities ( including one ultimate ability).
● Have asymmetrical roles (support, tank and damage dealer).
● Separated into categories based on whether the hero is ranged or melee, meaning that
the hero attacks from a distance or close range.
● Heroes can gain experience in order to level up, which in turn gives access to new
abilities.
● Must have a health a nd mana pool, and additional statistics.
4.3.1 Asymmetrical Roles
In game terms, an asymmetrical feature allows for different resources to be played from
start, giving the object in question different possibilities than the others. (Schell, 2009, p. 173).
Asymmetrical roles would imply that the characters within a game, also have different purposes
and functions. The most common roles are Support, Damage Dealer and Tank. Many games
choose to create deviations of these roles in order to better supplement the game and its
gameplay, such as in Dota 2 where there are Initiators and Disablers, which both have more
specific functions than a support role. The primary function of a support role is to aid allies and
keeping them alive during teamfights. Tank roles are meant to protect and shield allies. The last
type of role is the damage dealer, whose purpose is to deal damage. Each hero has abilities
based on their role. It is common that the strategy for this kind of play requires the teams to
choose a mixture of these roles, for example one tank, two supports and two damage dealers 8.
The asymmetrical roles are a large contributing factor for the MOBA gameplay, since it’s a
mechanic that forms with the teamplay.

8

In unranked matches, players do not necessarily have to follow a fixed hero set-up.
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4.3.2. Other Characteristics
The heroes always have primary statistics (stats) which supplement their role. Stats can be
modified during a match with the use of talents or items. The most common stats are the health
and mana. Mana is used for abilities and items. (See Image 4, 5 and 6). Additional stats would
include attack rate, the speed of the basic attack (described in the following section), the
movement speed of the character or spell resistance for example.
There are other properties to the heroes which are common across all the games such as the
collision feature. This implies that heroes can physically block or get blocked by other units,
preventing them from freely walking through the terrain. Another example is in DotA 2, where
heroes have a turn rate meaning that it takes the character a short duration of time when
turning to face a new direction.

All heroes gain experience in order to level up, which grants them skill points that are used to
unlock new abilities or to upgrade existing ones. In LoL and Dota 2 the heroes gain experience
points individually, while in HotS the whole team gains experience points together. Two
participants mentioned that this mechanic has one of the biggest impact on gameplay, since “it
makes it less punishing for the players who are dying but it also gives them some sort of
responsibility to contribute to the team. Which makes the teamwork extra ‘essential’ in HotS. ”
(P-E) and that “as a casual game [referring to HotS] I think it's positive, but if I'd play it more
serious and actually want to have a bigger impact in the game then it's more negative.” (P-C).
In LoL a nd Dota2 players can individually take the lead since the experience is independent to
the team, which is to what participant C refers to.
Many of the participants mentioned the importance of knowing the heroes and how they are to
be played. Some participants laid high importance on the personal limits they put upon heroes
or the metagame, meaning game patches were heroes are modified so they become stronger or
weaker in relation to earlier. While other participants considered the basic mechanics of the
heroes to be more important. As one participant mentioned: “[Regarding heroes, it’s important
to] learn your limits and know how much damage you can do or take. The faster you learn, the
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easier it is to play aggressive without feeding 9.” (P-C). However, two participants considered
that new players should start off with a small pool of heroes and learning their abilities
“because you need to know how to play that character. And the first step you take is learning
the abilities. ” (P-A). One participant stated that by playing multiple kind of roles, it gives
players a better understanding of that role and how the other roles affect them. Meaning that if
a player who normally plays the support role changes to tank, for example, it gives him a wider
knowledge of what the tank role requires from a support. As one participant mentioned about
Dota2:
You should mainly focus on the role of this hero and know the main role. So
that's really important. And then just practising the mechanics: like how long
is the animation for a cast or how long is the animation for the attack, this has
to be practiced. And it's really important as a carry player like the attack
animation for last hitting [in order to gain gold]… So if you learn a hero, it's
not only the mechanics to learn it's also, I guess even the more important part
to learn about the hero is to learn how is he played or how he should be
played, when is he strong, and like, what do I want to accomplish with this
hero in this game, in this specific game; and that's the most important thing.
(P-B)

4.4. ABILITIES
All heroes have both a basic attack and a set of abilities or skills. The main difference
between them is that a basic attack deals a certain amount of damage per hit while abilities
often cause an effect on the target when hit. (See Images 4, 5 and 6). The effect from the ability
may be a buff: meaning that it will improve existing stats or provide the target with
supplementary effects; or a debuff: meaning that the effect will be negative and hinder the
character that is being affected. Examples of a buff are additional armor or regeneration of
health and mana, while debuffs cause decreasing health, crippling a target (preventing it to
move or to move slower) or reducing the target’s statistics. The skills that a hero has are always
the same during matches.

9

The term feeding  refers to a player who is dying excessively during a match (sometimes intentionally).
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Abilities have different properties that define their function. There are passive and active:
meaning if the ability is required to be activated by the user to grant an effect or if it causes an
effect continuously without a trigger. There are targetable skills, meaning the player must
select a target to whom the ability will take effect upon; there are abilities with Area of Effect
(AoE) which targets an area where the effect will be active or auras: which are passive AoEs.
Abilities only grant its effects for a short duration of time and often have cooldown: a time
during which the ability is no longer possible to use. (See Image 6). Heroes have abilities
which aid their role, for example a support hero will have abilities to heal self or allied while a
damage dealer will have abilities to gain increased damage or weaken opponents.
There are two types o f abilities: standard and ultimates. The ultimates are often more powerful
than the standard abilities and have a longer cooldown. Ultimates are acquired further into the
match: level 6 in Dota 2 and LoL and level 10 in HotS.
As mentioned earlier, heroes gain experience points when they kill other units. In Dota 2 and
LoL the heroes are granted skill points for each level they level up. Players start with one skill
point which they use to unlock their first ability. (See Image 5). For each skill point that is
spent on abilities, players may unlock a new ability or upgrade an existing one (See Image 4).
Upgrading an ability gives it increased statistics or add an additional effect. In HotS, on the
other hand, heroes gain skill points on certain levels but the players start with all their basic
abilities. Skill points are instead used for talents, which will be explained in the next section.

Image 4. Edited screenshot showing Hero information for “Necrophos” in Dota 2: 1. Hero, experience
points and stats. 2. Talent tree. 3. Abilities (notice third ability is passive, ult on cooldown). 4. Active
effects. 5. Inventory (Notice inactive items are in white nuance and passive items don’t have a button).
6. Health and mana pool.
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Image 5. Edited screenshot showing Hero information for “Morgana” in LoL: 1. Hero and rune stats.
2. Experience points. 3. Active effects. 4. Abilities (notice all are unavailable until skilled). 5. Health
and mana pool. 6. Runes. 7. Inventory. 8. Homecall.

Image 6. Edited screenshot showing Hero information for “Jaina” in HotS: 1. Hero info, health and
mana pool. 2. Menu for new talents. 3. Mount. 4. Abilities (notice some are in cooldown and cannot be
used). 5. Hearthstone.

4.5. HERO BUILDS
4.5.1. Talents
Talents are like abilities, however they do not cause an effect. Instead they provide the hero
with various choices of improving their statistics or existing abilities. (See Image 7 and 8). The
talents are predefined for each hero just like abilities, except that when accessing a new talent,
players are often able to choose between multiple options.

Since abilities are always set for a hero, talents give the players a possibility of adapting the
hero to their own playstyle during each match. If a player wants to play a support hero more
aggressively than what its designed to, talents give the player that said opportunity. It is also
important to mention that, players are able to try out different paths e ach game making this a
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situational creation and adaptation of the mechanic. Path refers to skilling certain talents in a
particular order to get a specific playstyle.

One participant mentioned the importance of choosing the right talents during a match and the
effect they may have upon said match: “it depends mostly on what heroes we are up against.
And how well your talents are going to affect. Or how well they are going to prove themselves
to be against that enemy.” (P-B)

Image 7. Edited screenshot. Available talents for hero Jaina in HotS at level 4. Image 8. Screenshot
showing Talent Tree for hero Necrophos in DotA 2. Notice third ability is passive (does not have a
designated keyboard button).

4.5.2. Runes

Runes work similar to talents and exist only in League of Legends. They grant the heroes

with additional abilities, passive effects and bonuses. However, the rune path that a player
chooses must be selected before the match starts. Runes are also set-up based on the different
hero roles. A support character would make use of different bonuses than what a damage dealer
would.
At the time of this study, the rune system in League of Legends w
 as reworked completely, one
participant mentioned that this was a change for the better:
It doesn't restrict players from some sort of in-game paymentwall or
currency, like it used to. Because how it was before, you paid either real
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money or in-game currency to buy these runes and to fill out your
pages. But with these new changes, everybody has the same
opportunities from the start. (P-E)
4.5.3. Items
Items have a similar function to talents. However, instead of spending skill points, players
must buy them using gold (which can be gained from killing enemies or structures) and
through shops located around the map in Dota2 and in the base in LoL. There are two types of
items: basic items and upgradeable items. Upgraded items are a combination of basic items.
There are also passive and active items. (See Image 9 and 10).
In both LoL and Dota 2 players have an inventory which holds the items. Each inventory slot
can have one item. In League there are 6 inventory slots and an additional slot that can only
carry Wards. In Dota 2, players have access to 6 inventory slots, 3 additional “inactive”
inventory slots, and an additional 6 slots in the base called “stash”.
The behaviour of the items varies between LoL and Dota 2. In Dota 2, players have many
possibilities: items can be disassembled (separated into basic items), items can be dropped
upon death and items can be shared. However, the functionality of the items is similar in both
games: items can aid gameplay or improve existing stats of the heroes. Wards for example, is
an item which aids gameplay: when placed, wards provide the team with an additional range of
vision over the area where they have been placed. (See Image 3). Item properties are different
as well. In Dota 2, items are not only able to modify statistics but are also able to cause or grant
effects and interrupt standard hero abilities. An example is a Hex which transforms the targeted
hero into e.g. a chicken for a short duration during which the affected hero is not able to attack
nor cast spells and abilities. Another example is the Force Staff which is an item that physically
moves the targeted hero in the direction its facing. Some participants mentioned how items
affect the gameplay and their importance, one participant stated the following:

I personally think that it’s harder in Dota2 to have a courier that buys stuff
for you instead of you physically going to base and buying items yourself. I
think it’s hard with micromanagement, like you do with a courier. This
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makes you think of many things like “okey, now I need to bring my items to
the lane”, “I need to ensure that there are no enemies close by, otherwise
they will knock it down and get gold for it.” Things like that. I think it’s
more veteran-friendly rather than beginner-friendly in that aspect, because
you need to learn to really be able to control multiple things at the same
time. And you learn that you need to know this early on, it’s basically
something you must know in order to be optimal and play the game. (P-E)

Image 9. Edited screenshot showing a passive item that can be dropped in Dota 2. I mage 10. Edited
screenshot showing an active item in Dota 2.

4.6. MINIONS
There are various types of minions: there are lane, neutral and boss minions. Lane minions
spawn at specific times and walk only on the lanes of the map. Their primary function is to
push lanes and attack enemies. Within this type there are different subtypes as well: for
example archer minions (which are ranged), siege (catapult-like minions) or mega creeps: a
powerful version of the lane creeps that spawn only when the base tower on a lane has been
destroyed.

Minions found in the jungle are considered to be neutral, meaning that any team may use them
to their advantage. These minions are always found in camps, in the jungle. In Dota 2 and LoL,
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neutral minions grant additional gold than lane minions. While in HotS, neutral minions (or as
they are called: mercenaries o r mercs) after being defeated, they will aid the conquering team
on a lane until killed. These minions are also more powerful than lane minions.
Boss-like minions exist in various ways across the games. In Dota 2 i t is Roshan, in LoL is
Baron Nashor and the Dragon and in HotS there are bosses depending on the map (they can
either be a stronger version of a mercenary or part of a map objective). Boss-like creatures are
often the most powerful minions in the game and are often defeated with the whole team. Upon
killing the boss, the team will be granted a special item or ability that will aid them to win the
game. Though, this ability also has a duration, meaning that it will not be in effect for the rest
of the game, forcing the team to take action. Roshan will drop an item called Aegis of the
Immortal which grants the player who picks it up, to revive after a few seconds on the same
spot where it died. In HotS, the effects are different depending on the map objective, an
example would be the Dragon Knight where a player may take control over the boss until the
boss dies. The player who controlled it will then appear with full health and mana and have
control over him/herself.

4.7. STRUCTURES
There are multiple types of structures which serve different purposes in the game. The main
structure is the base, core or fountain. This structure has the highest amount of health points
and is at the heart of the base area of each team. Towers are placed along the lanes on three
points. (See Image 2 and 3). Their primary function is to defend the teams territory from
enemies and to give vision. If an enemy walks within range of the tower, the tower will shoot
at the nearest target. There are structures called fountains that when activated, regenerate the
hero with a percentage of their health and mana (in Dota 2 and HotS and the base in LoL) .
These last mentioned structures have a cooldown before they can be used again. The remaining
structures in the games are additional fortification systems for the teams’ territory.

From playing these games during the study period, no valuable differences were noted by the
author, however one participant did mention that the minions and structures affect the
gameplay for each game apart from just granting gold and experience: “I notice this at least in
League. Specially early game, it contributes to a lot of damage. If an enemy hero gets creep
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aggro

10

, you can get a lot of additional damage output from the minions, apart from them

doing their standard actions like pushing lanes and towers” (P-E)

4.8. PROGRESSION AND MECHANICS
Sections 4.1 to 4.7. cover the game components and their functions as well as player
experiences in relation to gameplay. This section covers the actions which players have access
to or are capable of doing during matches.

The basic mechanics of each game were very similar, however there were certain interactions
of what the player is able to do with game components that made the games’ experience
different. The effect of these specific mechanics might not be clear to a beginner, nor if the
player only plays one of the MOBAs. Though when comparing these interactions and playing
various MOBAs, it became visible for the author that the gameplay felt different.
One of these mentioned mechanics is last hitting, meaning that the player does the last piece of
damage on another unit in order to gain experience or gold. Last hitting is an important factor
across all games, since it’s the main source of gaining experience to level up in HotS. In LoL
and Dota 2 there is the mechanic of gold and items, which makes last hitting a much more
valuable mechanic for players.
Another mechanic is creep aggro. As mentioned earlier, a minion’s function is to attack
non-allied units. Lane minions normally prioritize other minions, unless in the situation where
a hero attacks an opponent hero, in this case the minions of the attacked hero will swap target
to the hero who was attacking.

Dota 2 has a more complex system of how minions can be interacted with. For example the
mechanic of stacking and pulling. Pulling refers to causing creep aggro from neutral minions
and force them to leave the camps. If un-attacked, these minions will return to their camp. At
specific time stamps new minions spawn, hence if a player pulls shortly before these given
times a new wave of minions will spawn and add to the previous: which is called stacking.
10

Term that refers to when a minion targets a hero instead of it’s primary target, normally another
minion. See Progression section for further reference.
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Notably, the function of denying a lso adds to an effect of gameplay, this refers to the effect of
being able to kill off your allied units (only possible when unit is at critical low health) granting
no experience or gold to the enemy hero.
In all games, the function of teleporting a hero is highly important. In LoL and HotS there are
designated buttons (Homecall and Hearthstone) that teleport the hero to the base; while in Dota
2, players need to buy Teleportation Scrolls (see image 5, bottom right in inventory), which
permits them to teleport to any allied structure (fountain, towers and base), however this item
has a cooldown which impedes the player from using it too frequently while in LoL and HotS
it’s free to use at all times. This type of mobility is important for players to be able to return
into a fight, escape from one or in the case of LoL to be able to buy items.
Participants were asked about their perception of information displayed on the screen, all
participants considered that it was enough information to be able to progress in the game,
though some participants thought in the case of HotS it was rather too little information that
was displayed.

4.9. TEAMPLAY
This last section will cover aspects of teamwork, communication and gameplay in relation
to the players. Since all examined games are team based, communication is a highly important
aspect of the game. For this study, the communication systems have therefore been analysed as
well.
Table 3. Chart demonstrating the types of communication systems presented in each game.
x = game contains feature, - = game lacks feature.
Features

Dota 2

HotS

LoL

Non-Verbal
Communication
Chat System
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-

All

x

-

x

-

Allies

x

x

x

Ping

x

x

x

Drawing

x

-

-

Chat Wheel

x

-

-

Surrender

-

-

x

x

-

-

Verbal
Communication
Voice Chat System

When players were asked about their expectations of their teammates there were various
responses. There were no significant differences on expectations between friends and strangers.
Two participants who played HotS did not have any particular expectations of their teammates.
Though, most of the participants considered that the more skilled another player is, the more
expectations they have of them. The same goes for beginners: participants were more forgiving
on expectations if the other teammates were new to the game. One participant said:

If I play against better players I can read better what they are going to do.
Because I can better think like them. Bad players do random stuff … [it’s
important] to kind of listen to the calls of the better players in the Teamspeak
11

, like, for example if I play with teammates which I know are not as good as

me, then I expect them to listen to my calls, but also I expect from myself if I
play with players that are superior to me, that I listen to their calls and don't
ask them and just do them if they are called. (P-B)

All participants were satisfied with the current communication systems in the game. The
pinging system was the most preferable among all participants. They considered that the
function was good because it gives the opportunity to call for various actions such as missing
hero, dangerous zone or call for help, with one single button press. Some participants
mentioned that a third party for voice communication was a comforting way to communicate
with others, though mostly when playing with friends. One participant mentioned an additional
property of the pinging system which made gameplay easier: “[when pinging] there are sounds

11

A third party Voice Over Internet Protocol system (VOIP). Used for verbal communication.
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and the map indicators are different depending on what other people want you to do on the
map. “ (P-A)

League of Legends has a surrender mechanic, allowing players of a team to vote to surrender
after a certain time in the match. All participants who played LoL c onsidered this feature to
have a positive impact on the game. One mentioned: “Because there are games sometimes that
are absolutely pointless or there's no way we're coming back from this. And it allows for
people to at least decide 'do we want to surrender: yes or no' “ (P-E)

All participants were asked about the toxicity that surged through teamplay and
miscommunication. One participant stated that there are various kinds of toxic behavior, the
most common is when a player is rude and offensive while another type of toxic behaviour is
when players are told what to do and they are defensive and arguing against someone whom
might be right. All participants stated that the main reason for toxicity came from players who
weren’t acceptant to criticism or when being told what their mistake was and how they could
improve. Few of the participants said they would occasionally intervene with toxic players to
prevent a bad environment in the team. One participant stated:

I'm also sometimes really toxic because I know, sometimes, if you're being
toxic that people are either going to mute you and then you know you can't
help them anymore anyways because they are just dumb or if you get toxic
they maybe see the mistake they've done, then maybe they will listen to you.
So I always try to be nice at the beginning and I will also be nice even if I'm
toxic to players, but I still try to play with them. If I'm playing a support and
I'm toxic to my co-player, I will still die for him if I have to. (P-B)

5. DISCUSSION
In answer to the first research question which stated: What aspects of game design makes
MOBA games challenging and frustrating? The difficulties that players had with game
mechanics are heavily centered on the heroes and the game state. During the drafting phase
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(the start of the match when players decide the heroes that will be played) players are forced to
plan out a collective strategy for a) which heroes they want to play, b) selecting heroes that
work well together (have abilities that can be used in a combo), c) “counter-picking” meaning
that players select heroes that are good against other heroes. This type of asymmetry found in
MOBAs has been found to be a mechanic that supports cooperative gameplay (Gandolfi,
2018), and this type of interplay between complementary characters causes players to reflect
upon specific details of the strategies and the effectiveness of teamwork (Gandolfi, 2018;
Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth, 2015). This requires for players to be aware and have knowledge
of the game, leading to the next topic that emerged in this study: game awareness.
Players must learn the common role for the heroes, which is the primary playstyle for the hero.
This includes knowing both the basic mechanics, such as the abilities, and the dynamics of the
heroes, referring to pushing the boundaries of what players can do with a hero while still
following the basic rules of the game (Brathwaite and Schreiber, 2009). It is these dynamics
that give the players the opportunity to develop their skills by finding new ways to play the
hero despite its primary role, which may happen by watching other players, practice and
creativity (Gandoli, 2018; Tyack, Wyeth and Johnson, 2016).

The basic mechanics are considered easy to learn and harder to master (Johnson, Nacke and
Wyeth, 2015; Tyack, Wyeth and Johnson, 2016), which this study suggests is due to the
constant development of play and practice. Players have to play different heroes, with and
against different heroes every match. They have to learn the properties of ca 140 heroes (in
Dota2): what their function is, which abilities they have, what items that can be built on those
heroes for that game, amongst many other functions. By continuously playing the game players
learn all these details and find new ways to utilize and interact with them.

Builds for heroes was mentioned to be one of the most challenging aspects for players. This
study suggests that runes, talents and items p lay a big part in this, based on that these
mechanics dictate how to play a hero and builds are very dependent on the situation of each
new match. Runes only exist in League of Legends; items are used in both LoL and Dota2; and
talents exist in HotS and Dota2. In HotS, talents are necessary due to the absence of items,
while in Dota2 it is an addition to the hero and items. Players can skill talents instead of buying
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an item which provides them with similar functions. This leads to an increased complexity for
creating a circumstance dependent way of creating strategies and play styles since players can
build differently every match. The variation of builds and construction possibilities of items
and paths (combination of skilled talents) in MOBAs indicates the almost unlimited amount of
possibilities that players have to interact with the game, during every match.

One of the topics that emerged from the interview data was the individual player accuracy to
resolve conflicts during a match, referring to a player who has a vast knowledge of the game
and performs better during a match. By playing the game through matches the players tend to
a) learn the mechanics of the game and practice them, b) through the usage of the game’s
mechanics and design, create new situations and conflicts every match, and adapt and react to
those accordingly, and c) coordinating with other players, both familiar and new people. The
concept of knowing all these details of how the game works and the various possible
interactions within the game is commonly known as game awareness which is the need to read
the state of the game and the possible outcomes (Gandolfi, 2018) and situational awareness
which is the need to read what is happening at that current moment in the game (Gandolfi,
2018). The better the player is at the game, the higher game awareness s/he has due to the vast
knowledge of the game. As stated by many of the participants of this study, those players who
have a higher sense for the game, commonly performed better and had it easier to coordinate
the team, which are two important aspects to succeeding in MOBAs. This encourages a reason
to why there is a preference to play with more skilled players, since players might have a better
chance of performing better when playing with better players than themselves. Additionally,
this coincides with Tyack, Wyeth and Johnson (2016), who suggested that the PX relating to
individual actions affect the importance of team performance, it would be interesting to
examine if these effects last long-term as well.

Lastly, interacting with other players was noted to be one of the biggest influence to the game
experience of MOBAs. As previous studies (Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth, 2015; Tyack, Wyeth
and Johnson, 2016) concluded, the social aspects of MOBAs is one of the main drivers for
people to start and keep playing these games. Data from this study indicates no differences
between expectations for friends or strangers, which did not match with findings from Tyack,
Wyeth and Johnson (2016), who concluded that players had higher expectations from strangers
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rather than friends. Participants stated that it was easier to coordinate with friends due to their
knowledge of how their friends play, while it was more difficult to adapt to strangers each
game. Though, the participants expectations of other players commitment to the match and
their performance did not variate.

The second research question concerned how the MOBA mechanics affect PX. Data from this
study suggests that the individual experience of each game is consistent with a general player
experience of MOBA games, though there are certain aspects in difficulty and gameplay that
creates a slightly different experience. As mentioned earlier, HotS h as a stronger focus on
creating space for teamplay and fighting for objectives in order to win the match. Dota2 and
LoL are also focused on teamwork but leave bigger space for the players to individually
develop throughout the games, and creating an experience where one player may take the lead
and the players have to depend and adapt to that factor.

In addition, the aspect of gameplay depth that MOBAs have indicates to give a purpose to
players to either strive to become better or stop playing, which coincides with Tyack, Wyeth
and Johnson (2016). Hence, this study brings additional findings that indicate that MOBAs, as
other cooperative games and genres, have the properties to be strong learning and development
drivers to player behaviour and skill. As mentioned by Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth (2015) the
sense of achievement when learning to master the game has a highly positive effect on players
in comparison to single-player games which usually are more easy to master due to the absence
of other players and the limited space to develop their skills (Gandolfi, 2018). Game
developers are often aware of of the link between mechanics and player experience, and work
for creating games with a focus on certain player experiences (Hagen, 2011), which also
describes why there are these small deviations in mechanics in these games: for the purpose of
creating slightly different experiences. The metagame and “popular strategies” creates “a
perfect imbalance” (Burgun, 2013; Duetre, 2014), creating specific ways to play the game that
varies with balance changes or when players discover new elements or combinations of actions
in the game. This suggests an aspect that makes these games so complex is that they have
gameplay that is deep enough for a veteran but that it’s also simple enough for a beginner.
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5.1. Future Research & Limitations
During this study, the MOBA game ontology was created. However, since this study only
covers a rather general analysis of MOBAs, a proposal for future work is to rework or continue
the MOBA game ontology.

This study covers a general analysis and comparison between the selected MOBA games.
In-depth analyses of abilities, talents and items exceeds this study’s scope. Future work should
cover the aspects of these mechanics to better understand the concept of Hero Builds and the
way they affect players.

The updates and the evolution of the games was not covered in this report, but would
contribute to a deeper understanding of how MOBAs change over time to adapt to players and
games of the same genre. Many participants mentioned big changes from previous updates that
had major impact on player experience, for example Dota2 h ad not implemented talents until
recently (about a year ago), creating a new way to play the game. This suggest that future work
should cover this topic and the changes and how they may contribute to difficulty in games.
Data from this study indicates that MOBAs are indeed inspired from each other and develop
with each other. New research covering how these relations affect them could give deeper
insight on the complexity and improvement of game design factors in MOBA games.

6. CONCLUSION
Based on the lack of research on MOBA games and their effect on player behaviour and
experiences, this study aimed to better understand the design factors of mechanics in MOBA
games and their effect on player experience. To address this issue, individual analyses of
Heroes of the Storm, League of Legends and Defense of the Ancients 2 were conducted. During
this process, a game ontology was established through identifying repeating factors across all
games. Formal analysis (Lankoski and Björk, 2015), Formal elements ( Fullerton, 2008) and
Game design atoms (Brathwaite and Schreiber, 2009) were combined to better understand the
game components individual functions and how they behave as a whole. Interviews with
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active and experienced players were conducted to give insight on player experiences, gameplay
and mechanics.

Primary findings showed that knowing the map was an important factor for gameplay and that
the mini-map was important for game awareness. Objectives were considered to be clear for
players, however, knowing when to perform certain actions was the main challenge for many
players. Learning to play a hero and its role was essential and considered easy, but learning the
limits and possibilities with said hero was more challenging for players than the other
mechanics. The most challenging aspects were the hero builds and adapting to unexpected and
new situations during the matches. The social interactions contribute to both the frustration and
challenge of MOBAs.

This study indicates that all examined games are in fact similar to each other and create a
similar experience, however, it is the amount and difficulty of interactions that define the
possibilities in the games. This suggests that these games so are complex in the way that they
have gameplay that is easy enough for a beginner to understand but difficult enough for
veterans to keep developing. Dota2 would be a challenging game for MOBA veterans, while
HotS is a good place to start for MOBA beginners. LoL is a stable middleground in comparison
to these titles.
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Appendix A - Game Analyses
Formal Analysis
The building blocks of a game are referred to as primitives (Lankoski and Björk, 2015, p.25),
however other may refer to them as game design atoms (Brathwaite and Schreiber, 2009) or
formal elements (Fullerton, 2008). When using formal analysis the following are different
categories of primitives.
Components: game entities that can be manipulated by player or system. Used to define game
space and provide boundaries where components cannot move outside.
Actions
Player Actions: an activity carried out by the player.
Component Actions: activities performed by the component themselves.
System Actions: activities that do not originate from player or component.
Goals: descriptions of the condition of game state. Can be achieved in short term or long term.
Used to explain the strategies of game system. Rewards can be given upon achievement. Can
exist as goal structures, where one goal leads to another, forming a chain or hierarchical
structure.

Game Design Atoms
Following list sums up each category of game design atoms:
Game Conditions
Game State: a collection of all relevant virtual information that may change during play.
Game View: a small portion of the game state.
Game Space: entire area of game
Player References
Player: when there isn’t an avatar and the player represents themselves.
Avatar: that token or character which represents the player
Game bits: all other components required to play the game
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Mechanics
Setup: how does the game begin (in terms of conditions)
Victory conditions: how does the game end?
Progression of play: how are actions executed, in what turn, how are they resolved?
Player actions: what players are allowed to do.
Definition of game view(s): “Mechanics define exactly what information each player
knows at any given time. Note that some mechanics may change the view, such as partially
lifting fog of war in an RTS under certain conditions.“
Dynamics: A “game dynamic” is the pattern of play that comes from the mechanics once
they’re set in motion by players. (territorial acquisition, race to end, metagame)
Goals. The ultimate game goal is, of course, the victory condition. Sometimes, goals in games
are called “missions” or “quests.”

Formal Elements
Players
Invitation to Play: The conditions of which the player(s) are invited to play.
Number of players: Is the game played by one or more people? Does the number of
players affect the gameplay?
Roles of players: purpose that defines the players’ function in the game, such as basic
abilities.
Player interaction patterns: How do the players interact? Player versus Environment,
Player versus Player, MIPvG, Unilateral Competition, Multilateral Competition, Co-op,
Team Competition.
Objectives: Conditions to win the game: Capture, Race, Alignment, Rescue/Escape, Forbidden
Act, Construction, Exploration, Solution, Outwit.
Procedures: The actions that need to be performed in order for the game to move forward. Can
be divided into different categories: Starting Action, Progression, Special Actions, Resolving
Actions and System Procedures.
Rules: Are defining objects and concepts, restricting actions, determining effects and what
players are allowed and not allowed to perform during the game.
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Resources: assets that can be used to accomplish certain goals: Lives, Units, Health, Currency,
Actions, Power-ups, Inventory, Special Terrain, Time
Conflict: Problems or constraints that a player may encounter during the game. Seperated into
three categories: Obstacles (referring to physical or mental skill), Opponents (difference in
game related skill), Dilemmas ( ethical choices or moral conflicts).
Boundaries: Is what limits the game to its game space.
Outcome: How is the game resolved? For example a Zero-sum game, meaning one side wins,
other loses.

The Combination of the Three
Some of the elements described by Fullerton (2008), Brathwaite and Schreiber (2009) and
Lankoski and Björk (2015) are quite similar to each other and have therefore been combined
into one category. An example would be Goals or Dynamics and Actions. The final template
for the analyses covered general details of the game components and resources, game
properties, and lastly progression of the game. The game should be described according to the
elements in order (See Table A).
Table A. Description of elements used to analyze MOBA games in this study.
Element

Syntax

Game & Player Properties

Short description of amount of players,
player interaction patterns, game space,
boundaries, outcome and victory conditions.

Components
Map, mini-map

Covers functionality and properties of the
game space and a subsection for the
mini-map features.

Objectives

The main goal, side missions and rules in the
game.

Health

Description of Resources.

Mana

Description of Resources.

Currency (gold)

Description of Resources.
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Inventory

Description of Resources.

Heroes

Description of player avatars and roles of
players according to game.

Abilities

Additional information about the
functionality of the roles and how the
abilities are used.

Talents / Items / Runes

Should be written as separate categories.
Should cover additional information about
these mechanics and how they function
individually.

Other Special Components

Additional components that are specific to
the game should be covered here.

Minions / Creeps

Description of functionality and properties of
the minions.

Structures

Description of functionality and properties of
the buildings or structures in the game.

Progression
-

Player Actions

Should cover what the player is allowed to
do within the game.

-

Component Actions

A brief description of which actions that are
performed by non-playable characters.

-

System Actions

A general description of what happens
“behind the curtains”.

-

Special Mechanics

Additional mechanics specific to the game
should be covered here.

Conflict
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Obstacles, Dilemmas and Opponents that
may affect player during the game.

Appendix B - Heroes of the Storm
Game & Player Properties
Game Space - Map (14)
Objective/Victory Condition: Capture, Destroying opponent’s base
Player Reference: Avatar - Heroes
Character Availability: Hero Rotation (weekly)
Number of Players: 10
Player Interaction Patterns: 5v5 - Team Competition
Components, Game bits & Resources
Map
●

Consist of lanes, structures, mercenary camps and special locations and objects based on the
map’s objective.

●

Has fog of war.

●

14 different maps in total. (See Picture 1).

Picture 1. Compilation of some maps in HotS. For further details see h ttp://us.battle.net/heroes/en/battlegrounds/
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Map Objectives
●

Set the victory conditions of a match.

●

Defines the team play style and overall gameplay during a match.

●

Three objectives per map. (Chained Objective: do A in order to do B, etc.)

●

All objectives are different, which imply actions like capture points, boss fights, item gathering,
etc.

●

Layout of each map is different to one and another, depending on the objectives and layout is in
turn tailored to fit with that objective.

●

The map objectives gives a team an advantage over the opposing team when tasks are
completed. (See Picture 2).

Picture 2. An example of what objectives may imply in HotS.

Mini-map
●

Can be pinged on.

●

Shows team vision (player vision and Fog of War) .

●

Displays an icon for each players’ hero position on the map.

●

Displays player route (when directing hero to move).

Health Pool
●

All units have a health pool. The amount of health points (HP) per unit varies depending on the
type of unit.

Mana Pool
●

Heroes have a mana pool.

●

Mana is used for abilities. Abilities ’ mana cost varies between abilities and heroes.

Heroes
●

Player controlled.

●

Asymmetrical roles
Assassin: primary focus lies on dealing damage through a set of hit-and.run tactics du to
their lack in resilience and durability.
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Warrior: primary focus on shielding team and initiating fights. Is more resistant than
other roles.
Support: primary focus lies in aiding allies and saving them or debuffing enemies to
give their teammates an advantage.
Specialist: does not have a primary role, but depending on the hero of this role, they are
a better situational aid in the team composition. They are better at pushing or coming back to
fights upon respawn.
●

Types of heroes : There are two main types: whether the heroes are ranged or melee.

●

Heroes can also be sorted based on the blizzard universe that they belong to. 12

●

Heroes gain experience points (XP) when attacking, killing, destroying or assisting on units or
sometimes by completing map objectives.

●

After gaining a certain amount of XP, the hero levels up. The amount of XP required to level up
is increased for each level up the hero gains.

●

All heroes of a team will collect XP as a team and level together.

●

A hero can reach a maximum level of 20.

●

If the hero’s health pool reaches 0, the hero dies. After a certain time, the hero respawns at their
corresponding base. The total HP varies for each hero. The Warrior role has more, for example,.
in order to be able to take more damage and “shield” its teammates.

●

Collision: can collide with allied and opponent heroes, certain map elements such as trees.

●

Has a basic attack, 3 basic abilities, 2 heroic abilities (stronger than the basic) and one trait.

●

Some heroes have the ability to control other units.

●

One hero is meant to be controlled by two people.

Abilities
●

A hero’s basic abilities are always the same.

●

Basic abilities are always available to the player.

●

The heroic ability is chosen at level 10. Player has the option to choose 1 of the 2 existing
Heroics.

●

Upon activating an ability it will have a cooldown, meaning a timer during which a player can
not use that ability. When the timer for the cooldown has been reset, the ability will be available
again.

●

Abilities are different for all heroes based on their role.

Blizzard has created many games (including their series and expansions). Heroes of the Storm brings
characters from all universes (the game worlds).
12
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●

Some abilities do not require mana, instead they require energy which is passively accumulated
by the hero or the ability only has a cooldown effect. (See picture 3.1 and 3.2).

Picture 3.1. The description of the ability Healing Dart for the hero Ana. Notice that under the description the
mana cost is displayed.

Picture 3.2. The description of the ability Defense Matrix for the hero D.Va. Notice that under the description the
mana cost is not displayed, since this ability does not require it.
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Talents
●

Dictate how you play a hero, meaning the playstyle for a hero. Even though a support hero is
meant to be passive and assist their team, one can choose to play the hero aggressively instead 13
.

●

On certain hero levels 14, players may choose between 2 to 4 different upgrades or
improvements to their existing abilities or traits. If available, they can also choose to unlock an
additional trait (See Picture 4).

●

Talents are similar to abilities, but they focus on improving the existing statistics for a hero. As
seen in Picture 4, the first basic ability for the hero Jaina i s “Frostbolt” and on level 4, a player
can choose to improve the condition of Frostbolt.

Picture 4.1. Ability panel for hero Jaina, shows her three basic abilities, trait and the two available heroic
abilities. Picture 4.2. and 4.3 show the panels for the available talents at levels 4 and 7 for same hero.

Creep Types:

Mounts: A
 re creatures that the player’s hero can summon, and use in order to move faster

across the map. These cannot be attacked or killed.
Minions: Are AI controlled characters that are to aid players in order to siege a lane. A wave of
minions spawns after a specified time at the base of each lane.
Can only attack non-allied units. Melee and archers.

13
14

See Johnson, Nacke and Wyeth (2015) for further reference.
Levels for unlocking talents are 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 and 20.
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Siege Minions: spawn after first enemy tower has been destroyed. Are a bit stronger than
standard minions.
Mercenaries (Mercs): Similar to minions, but bigger and stronger. When defeated at a camp, a
team needs to “capture” the camp in order to gain the mercs. After the capture, mercs will help pushing
a lane until killed.
Boss: have the same function as mercs, though they do not exist on all maps but on some. (e.g.

Temple of Anubis) .

Camps: Locations on the map where mercs can be recruited.

Map Specific Components: Some objectives may require an additional map, a boss, tokens or other type
of components. 15
Structures:

Base: The “core” structure which is to be destroyed in order to win the match. Spawnpoint for

each hero of the team. Regenerates both health and mana completely to a player who is standing on it.
Towers: A structure that guards and protects allies. Has the ability to shoot projectiles at
enemies. Behaviour of towers may change if the perks of map objectives specify it.
Other: Has a specific purpose. for example, regeneration fountain (in Picture 5) restores both
health and mana points to the players standing next to it (a certain amount is given), when activated.

Picture 5. An edited screenshot of the outer tower defense for a team on bottom lane.

15

See http://us.battle.net/heroes/en/battlegrounds/haunted-mines/
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Procedure / Mechanics / Actions
Victory: Destroy enemy base or complete map objective.
Player: Movement (left click to indicate where a hero is to move). Players can attack non-allied units.
Can use active abilities. Select talents. Can call a mount. Control movement of mount. Can use
Hearthstone (hero teleports to base). Some Map Objective Bosses are required for a player to control, in
those cases a player can control their movement and attacks. Players are only allowed to see their side
of the map, unless they enter enemy territory, they gain vision over a limited area where they are
moving.
Players have two types of communication functions, 1) pinging the map and mini-map; 2) allied chat
system.
Component: Minions, Mercs and Map Objective and other units are controlled by themselves. Attacking
is also automatic when an enemy hero is within their range and no other “less worthy” enemy is in the
same range.
System: match duration, team level, ability cooldowns, relevant game state information is controlled by
system.
Progression: Players start by laning up, either solo or accompanied by at least one other player. Both
teams will have the possibility to push forward the opposing team, by killing the opponent minions and
destroying towers on a lane. When map objectives are activated (by system) player are allowed to
compete for the task. Killing an enemy of fulfilling a map objective aids a team to push forward on a
lane and increase their map control.
Last Hits:
In HotS it’s not equally as important to be able to last hit creeps, since whenever an enemy unit is killed,
the whole team gains experience.
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Picture 5 . Edited screenshot to demonstrate the player’s game view.

Conflict
Obstacles: Map, Map Elements, Collision, Ability cooldowns, HUD (a lot of information to keep track
of).
Opponents: d ifference between skill (overall skill, game awareness and knowledge of game, etc).
Dilemmas: k nowing adequate strategies and tactics. knowing the game, having game awareness.
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Appendix C - League of Legends
Game & Player Properties
Game Space - Map: Summoner’s Rift
Objective/Victory Condition: Capture, Destroying opponent’s base
Player Reference: Avatar - Heroes
Character Availability: Hero Rotation (Weekly)
Number of Players: 10
Player Interaction Patterns: 5v5 - Team Competition
Components, Game bits & Resources
Map
●

Is the same for every match.

●

Consists of a river, lanes, structures, a jungle (with camps), Baron pit and Dragon pit.

●

The map and its elements (such as trees) are intractable.

●

Contains neutral creatures that can be interacted with. Gives some sort of reward. (See Picture
2).

●

Features a Fog of War (See Picture 1).

●

Map is played on, but can only be seen through the mini-map.

Picture 1. The map in League of Legends.
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Map Objectives
●

The map objectives are not clear or presented in form of a “quest” rather as a required strategy.

●

Objective is to eliminate the structures of the opposing team in a certain order. This way, when
all the towers from a lane are destroyed, players from the attacking team will have easier access
to the base structure.

Picture 2. A screenshot showing the “Blast Cone”, a neutral object found in the jungle, along with its
properties.

Picture 3. Screenshot showing target area of Blast Cone effect. Notice cute rabbit in target area.
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Mini-map
●

Can be pinged on.

●

Shows what a team has vision over (player vision, sentry wards and Fog of War) .

●

Displays an icon for each team members’ hero position on the map. If an enemy is in line of
sight, they too will have an icon to represent them on the mini-map.

●

Displays player route (when directing hero to move).

●

When hovering the mouse above a unit, their current health and mana is displayed. (See Picture
4).

Picture 4. Edited screenshot of mini-map and allied hero information (when hovering unit with mouse).
Health Pool
●

All units have a health pool.

●

Amount of health points (HP) that a unit has varies depending on type and role.

●

If the amount of HP reaches 0, the unit is destroyed or killed.

Mana Pool
●

Heroes have a mana pool.

●

Mana is consumed in order to use spells and abilities.

●
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Amount of mana points vary depending on type and role.

Currency (gold)
●

The amount of gold from killing varies between the unit that is killed. Killing creeps for
example, give less gold than killing an enemy hero.

●

Is used to buy items.

●

Can be gained from selling items.

Inventory
●

All heroes have an inventory with 6 slots

●

1 additional slot for Trinket ( ward).

Heroes
●

Player controlled.

●

139 heroes in total.

●

Asymmetrical roles:
Tank, Support, Assassin, Fighter, Mage, Marksman

●

Heroes can be divided in two categories depending on whether they are melee or ranged.

●

Each hero has a basic attack 16, 5 abilities (though one is passive) and two runes.

●

All heroes have individual statistics (stats) that are separated into attacking stats and defending
stats. Which are modified when hero levels up or through items.

●

Heroes gain experience points ( XP) individually by killing non-allied units.

●

When XP is gained, hero levels up. Maximum level is 18.

●

Heroes can earn gold from killing units, assisting on kills and from selling items. Valuable units
give more gold (e.g. if enemy hero is on killing-spree).

●

All heroes gain 20 gold per 10 seconds.

●

When a hero takes damage, it will lose health points, but all heroes have a health regeneration
system. The amount that is regenerated per second varies between heroes and if they have
abilities or items that increase the regeneration rate.

●

Heroes can die if their health reaches 0. After a specified amount of time, the hero will respawn
at the base. For each level and time played in a match the respawn timer will increase.

●

All heroes have a mana regeneration system.

●

Each hero has a range of vision, enemies who enter this range will also be seen on the mini-map
for other players.

●

All heroes have a collision system.

Basic attack implies that a player selects another unit and does a normal attack (without using spells
or abilities).
16
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Abilities
●

There are two types of abilities: basic abilities and an ultimate ability which can be acquired at
level 6 and has a stronger effect than the basic abilities.

●

There are many different abilities, but they can be categorized into types depending on what
effect they may have.

●

Abilities are individual for each hero, they are always the same (during each game).

●

There are both active and passive abilities.

●

Abilities can be acquired when a hero levels up. A player can unlock an ability or upgrade an
existing one.

●

Each ability has up to five levels, the ultimate has three levels. Each level of an ability amplifies
the attributes of said ability. Sometimes the upgraded ability may add an extra effect.

●

After an ability is used, it will have a cooldown before it can be used again.

●

Can only be used when the hero has enough mana and the ability is not on cooldown.

●

An additional feature ability is the “home call” . This ability has a designated button and when
activated, it teleports the hero back to the base (after ca 7 seconds).

Picture 5. Edited Screenshot demonstrating the in-game view in LoL.

Runes
●

Reworked in latest patch. Was limited to new players before, now it’s easier and more
accessible between skill levels

●
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Are there to boost or enhance a hero’s stats or add abilities. (See Picture 6).

●

The runes are adapted to the role you want to play. e.g. a tank would need different runes than
an support.

●

The player needs to have an active and valid rune set-up in order to enter a match.

●

When choosing or creating new runes, there are certain paths to follow: Precision, Domination,
Sorcery, Resolve and Inspiration. Paths have various purposes, e.g. Precision gives the hero
improved attacks and more damage.

Picture 6. An example of a pre-existing rune build called “Inspiration”.
Items
●

They buff a hero’s abilities and stats.

●

Provide some effect on hero, hero abilities or attacks.

●

Items can also be used to debuff.

●

Can be bought through the stores using gold.

●

Can be sold in the store. Items will be sold for a smaller amount than the original cost.

●

There are both active and passive items.

●

Items are locked to heroes.

●

There are basic items, which can be combined with others in order to forge a new and stronger
item.

●
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Some items have a cooldown after their effect has been used.

●

Some can give the hero an additional effect or do slight changes in basic features (such as
adding an extra hit on basic attack).

●

Some items are not used on the heroes themselves, but rather to aid the gameplay.
Trinket (Wards): are items that, when placed on a spot in the map, give vision of a

limited range in that area.
Minions a re considered to be anything those units that spawn on the base of each team and move on a
lane. There are different types of creeps: melee, caster, siege and super minions.
Monsters are those creatures neutral to either of the teams. These are found in camps across the jungle.
These creatures will only attack if they have been attacked first, meaning that the player may pass by
them without getting attacked. Monsters also level up after being killed. Monsters usually give an
additional effect to whomever kills it.
Drakes (Dragons): There are five types, however, only one os spawned at the time. They all

grant different buffs to the team that slays them. These buffs are able to stack17 up to three times.

Baron Nashor: Is the most powerful neutral monster of all. This creature can’t be defeated by
one single hero, requires most of the team to participate in the fight. When killed, the Baron will grant
the team with a multiple effects that last for 210 seconds.
Procedure / Mechanics / Actions
Victory: Destroy enemy base (Ancient)
Player: Are able to control their hero. Have access to the shop, but can only buy items when being in
the base. Are able to use the pinging system. Activate abilities and items. When selecting a target,
player can see their basic information.
All players have three communication systems: 1) pinging the map or mini map. 2) Allied chat and 3)
All chat.
Progression:
Last Hits: This action means that the player get the last hit on a unit, which in turn will eliminate that
target. This is required for the hero to gain gold.

17

Stacking refers to when multiple effects are active at the same time (some effects are not allowed to
act when another specific effect is active).
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Map elements: Some objects on the map are “interactable”. For example the high grass which allows
the hero to become ‘invisible’ to enemies, while being inside the grass. (See Picture 7). Another
example is the Blast Cone, which can be activated when standing within a short range. The Blast Cone
will throw the hero into the targeted area (see Picture 3).
Leashing: When monsters spawn at the very beginning of the match, the jungler and the two heroes on
bottom lane help to attack the same monster in a camp. When the monster’s health is low, the two laned
heroes will return to their lane and the jungler will finish off the monster. The role of the jungler is
quite important, this character also needs to be able to quickly wipe out monster in order to get gold,
which later will be spent on items, but also to gain experience for leveling up. By leashing, the jungler
may continue to farm or jungle ( killing minions in camps) with close to maximum health.

Picture 7. (Left ) Hero “Janna” on the normal terrain. (Right) Janna on the high grass making her
“invisible” to enemy heroes.
Conflict
Obstacles: M
 ap Terrain; Map Elements, Heroes, creeps and structures “physical bodies”. Ability
cooldowns; Many elements on the HUD (a lot of information to keep track of).
Opponents: H
 igh variation between player skill (overall skill, game awareness, knowledge of game,
etc).
Dilemmas: k nowing adequate strategies and tactics. knowing the game, having game awareness.
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Appendix D - Defense of the Ancients 2
Game & Player Properties
Game Space - Map
Objective/Victory Condition: Capture, Destroying opponent’s base
Player Reference: Avatar - Heroes
Character Availability: All free
Number of Players: 10
Player Interaction Patterns: 5v5 - Team Competition
Components, Game bits & Resources
Map
●

Always the same.

●

Consists of a river, lanes, structures, a jungle (with camps), Roshan pit and item shops.

●

The map and its elements (such as trees) are intractable.

●

Differences in ground heights.

●

Features a Fog of War (See Picture 1, Picture 4 and Picture 8).

●

Has day and night cycle.

●

Map is played on, but can only be seen through the mini-map.

Picture 1. An edited screenshot showing the map in DotA 2 (7.07 update).
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Map Objectives
●

The map objectives are not clear or presented in form of a “quest” rather as a required strategy.

●

Objective is to eliminate the structures of the opposing team in a certain order. This way, when
all the towers from a lane are destroyed, players from the attacking team will have easier access
to the base structure.

Mini-map
●

Can be pinged on.

●

Can be drawn on.

●

Shows what a team has vision over (player vision, sentry wards and Fog of War) .

●

Displays an icon for each team members’ position on the map. If an enemy is in line of sight,
they too will have an icon to represent them on the mini-map. (The hero is not visible unless
changed in settings)

●

Can be scanned.

Health Pool
●

All units have a health pool.

●

Amount of health points (HP) that a unit has varies depending on type and role.

●

If the amount of HP reaches 0, the unit is destroyed or killed.

Mana Pool
●

Heroes, Neutral creep and Ancient creeps have a mana pool.

●

Mana is consumed in order to use spells and abilities. Heroes can also use mana in order to use
items.

●

Amount of mana points vary depending on type and role.

Currency (gold)
●

The amount of gold from killing varies between the unit that is killed. Killing creeps for
example, give less gold than killing an enemy hero.
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●

Is used to buy items or to buyback.

●

Can be gained from selling items.

●

Cannot be “given away” or traded by a player.

Inventory
●

All heroes have an inventory with 6 slots and an additional 3 slots which are inactive. Players
can swap items between the all these slots at any time.

●

Apart from the inventory there is a stash, at the hero’s base, that contains 3 slots. The player
can access this stash when the hero is in the base or through the courier.

Heroes
●

Player controlled.

●

115 heroes in total.

●

Asymmetrical roles:
Carry, Support, Tank

●

There are variations on roles: Nuker, Disabler, Jungler, Durable, Escape, Pusher, Initiator. A

pusher has abilities which makes the hero good at pressing forward a lane 18, while an initiator
has abilities that permit him to easily engage in combat and start teamfights.
●

Heroes can be divided in two categories depending on whether they are melee (can only hit an
opponent up close with a basic attack) or ranged (can hit an opponent from a distance with a
basic attack).

●

Heroes are distributed in “classes” depending on their primary attribute: Strength, Intelligence
or Agility.

●

Each hero has a basic attack 19, between 4-6 abilities and up to 4 talents.

●

All heroes have individual statistics (stats) that are separated into attacking stats, defending

stats and speed (the velocity at which the hero moves). The first category includes attack speed
(how quickly a hero can hit); basic damage ( when a hero is attacking normally without using
abilities) and spell amplifier (a buff for magical abilities). The defending stats include armor
(how much extra damage a hero takes), physical and magic resist ( extra shield against these
types of damage) and evasion (chance for attacking hero to miss). (See Picture 2).

Meaning that many abilities have an Area of Effect (AoE) in which they deal damage. This is useful
when dealing damage to multiple targets within a given area. An example would be taking out a party of
creeps simultaneously.
19
Basic attack implies that a player selects another unit and does a normal attack (without using spells
or abilities). Abilities often require to do some kind of additional effect on the target.
18
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Picture 2. A screenshot demonstrating the stats for the hero Pugna at level 1. Notice that the additional modifiers
(green text) are based on the items on the bottom right.

●

Heroes in DotA 2 have a turn rate, which determines how fast the character rotates when a new
position is targeted.

●

Heroes gain experience points (XP) individually by killing non-allied units.

●

When XP is gained, hero levels up. Maximum level is 25.

●

Heroes can earn gold from killing units, assisting on kills and from selling items.

●

All heroes gain X gold per X second.

●

When a hero takes damage, it will lose health points, but all heroes have a health regeneration
system. The amount that is regenerated per second varies between heroes and if they have
abilities or items that increase the regeneration rate.

●

If the health points reach 0, the hero dies. After a specified amount of time, the hero will
respawn at the base. The further into the game, the longer the respawn time.

●

A hero has the possibility to buy back if it has enough gold to pay. Buy back w
 ill instantly
respawn the hero at the base.

●

When a hero dies, it will also lose a certain amount of gold. The more valuable 20 the hero the
more gold it will lose.

●

All heroes have a mana regeneration system, which works like the health regeneration system.

●

Each hero has a range of vision, enemies who enter this range will also be seen on the mini-map
for other players.

●

20

All heroes have a “physical body” that enables them to collide with other objects.

A hero is more valuable if it has a higher hero level than the average of the match and has a killing
spree for example.
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Abilities
●

Abilities are special actions that are available for the heroes.

●

There are two main types of abilities: basic abilities and an ultimate ability which can be
acquired at level 6 and has a stronger effect than the basic abilities.

●

There are many different abilities, but they can be categorized into types depending on what
effect they may have: if they aid a hero or allies or if the ability debuffs or damages an enemy.

●

Abilities are individual for each hero, they are always the same (during each game).

●

There are both active and passive abilities.

●

Abilities can be acquired when a hero levels up. A player can unlock an ability or upgrade an
existing one.

●

Each ability has up to four levels, (ultimate have 3 levels). Each level of an ability amplifies the
attributes of said ability. Sometimes the upgraded ability may add an extra effect. (See Picture
3)

●

Abilities can be modified when combined with certain items.

●

After an ability is used, it will have a cooldown before it can be used again.

●

Can only be used when the hero has enough mana and the ability is not on cooldown.

Picture 3. A screenshot demonstrating the ability description for Poison Touch on the hero Dazzle. Notice that the
statistics for the ability are increased when upgraded.

Talents
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●

Improve or increase a hero’s stats and properties.

●

Are used to accommodate the playstyle of a hero (like items).

●

Can be unlocked at certain levels 21.

●

Are not required to skill.

Items
●

Dictate how a hero is played. They buff a hero’s abilities and stats. Which can in turn be
adapted into a player’s play style, meaning that according to how the stats for a hero are
distributed, one hero that is originally designed to be supporting may be played aggressively or
even as a carry role.

●

Items can also be used to debuff or interrupt another hero’s ability.

●

Can be bought through the stores using gold.

●

Can be sold when being near a store. Items will be sold for a smaller amount than the original
cost. Unless they are sold within 10 seconds from when they were bought. Then a player gets
the full price back.

●

There are both active and passive items. (See Picture 6).

●

Some items are locked to a hero, meaning the hero who buys them is the only one to use them.
Next, there are shared items that can be given to or shared with other heroes, some can be
picked up by enemies. Some of the shared items can also be dropped from a hero when it dies.
Often, these last mentioned items are highly valuable during play and dropping them can give
an advantage to the other player who picks it up (either allied or enemy).

●

There are basic items, which can be combined with others in order to forge a new and stronger
item. (See Picture 5).

●

Some items can also be upgraded (meaning the item remains the same but it gets better stats).

●

Certain items can be disassembled. An can in turn be used to build something else or be used
according to the basic items individual abilities.

●

When items are dropped, some can be destroyed by using a basic attack on them.

●

Some items have a cooldown after their ability has been used.

●

Properties of an item do not stack on certain heroes, and some properties of items only work on
heroes that are melee or ranged.

●

Some items are not used on the heroes themselves, but rather to aid the gameplay. Wards a nd
the Teleportation Scroll are two examples of highly critical items for the gameplay.

Sentry Wards: are items that, when placed on a spot in the map, give vision of a limited

range in that area. (See Picture 4).
Teleportation Scroll: is an item that, when activated, teleports the hero to one of its
structures on the map.

21
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Hero level 10, 15, 20 and 25.

Dust of Appearance: Some heroes abilities and items permit a hero to become invisible

for a limited amount of time. Dust of Appearance can be bought and when activated, it will reveal any
invisible heroes within a small range.
Gem of True Sight: Has the same effect like D
 ust of Appearance, but does not need to

be activated. Though, this is also an example of an item that drops from a hero’s inventory upon death.
●

items can be bought at two different types of shops. Most common items can be bought at the
home or side shop, while “rare” items can be found in the secret shop.

Picture 4. An edited screenshot marking the Sentry Wards and the additional vision over the Fog of War.
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Picture 5.1. The basic items in DotA 2. Gold for the player can be seen in the bottom corner. 5.2. The upgradable
items. “Recipe” for an item can be seen above the “stash”.

Picture 6.1. An example of a passive item which grants an additional 330 damage to the hero who carries it. 6 .2.
An example of an active item which is required for the player to activate in order to get its ability.
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Courier: is a shared item. It is used to transport or buy items. All players of a team may access and
control the courier. This item starts as a simple creature that walks and delivers items but can be

upgraded to a flying creature. Can be attacked and killed (will have a respawn timer). It has an ability
that permits it to fly faster for a short duration.
Runes: t hese are special items that spawn at certain times on the map. There are two types of runes:

currency runes, which give the hero who collects it an and extra XP and gold (instantly) and power up
runes which give the hero a small buff for a short duration. The power up runes are: Double Damage
(gives the hero twice the damage it deals); Arcane (amplifies spells and abilities a shortens their

cooldowns); Haste (gives the hero a total of 500 speed22); Illusion (creates two copies of the hero, but
slightly weaker than the original, illusions can be controlled by player but only their movement and
basic attacks); Invisibility (grants the hero to become invisible) and Regeneration (restores an amount of
health and mana to a hero).
Creeps a re considered to be anything that is not a hero, building, ward or courier. Creeps are divided
into different factions: lane creep, neutral creep or player-controlled creep. These characters cannot gain
XP nor level up. All of their stats are also predefined and do not change.
Lane creeps: Every 30 seconds, a party of lane creeps spawn at the first tower (from base) of
each lane. Their primary focus lies on moving towards the enemy side and attack heroes and other
non-allied units as well. There are three types of lane creeps: melee, ranged and siege (a catapult-ish
object).
Neutral Creeps: Are not aligned to any team. Can be found in camps in the jungle. These give
more XP and gold when defeated. All neutral creeps have at least one ability. Every minute, while the
camp is empty, there will spawn a new party. There are various types of neutral creep types depending
on the camp they spawn in. Small camps have the weakest neutral creep set. Medium camps have a
slightly stronger set of neutral creeps and large camps have even stronger neutral creeps. Ancient camps
have very powerful creeps. These are immune to numerous spells and abilities and have stronger
abilities themselves.
Roshan: i s the strongest neutral creep of all. This creature can be found at the Roshan Pit (see
Picture 1). This creep is most commonly defeated by a whole team due to its high level of power.
Roshan will respawn after ca. 10 minutes after his death. When Roshan has been killed, it will drop the
Aegis of the Immortal, which is an item that a hero can pick up. When that player dies, it will respawn
after 5 seconds on the same spot as that hero died with full health and mana. The Aegis has a timer,

meaning that if the player does not consume it, it will disappear. After the second time Roshan h as been
22

A hero has on average around 300 in movement speed.
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defeated, and every time after, it will drop an additional item called Cheese. For the hero who consumes
it it will instantly restore full health and mana.
Buildings (structures): There are 29 structures on each side of the map. These consist of various types:

towers, barracks, fountains, shrines , effigy buildings and the ancients (core base). Towers for example,
have the ability to shoot projectiles at enemies. Fountains and shrines have the ability to regenerate an
ally (they also have a high percentage of regeneration rate).
Procedure / Mechanics / Actions
Victory: Destroy enemy base (Ancient)
Player: Players can control their own character, any clones or illusions of self, other creatures that are
taken control over (some abilities permits a hero to take control of any creep) and if another player has
activated a setting, a player may control other heroes as well. There are certain neutral actions which are
shared by the team, which a player can access. These features include: controlling the courier, fortifying
structures 23 and map scanning 24. Players can also access the shop and plan their item builds and buy
items (unless it’s prohibited by system, in case required shop is not in range for example).
All players have five communication functions: 1) pinging: which can be used either on the map itself
or on the mini-map; 2) drawing: players can draw on the mini-map in order to plan advanced strategies;
3) chatting system: which can be toggled to either chat with allies only or to all players in the game; 4)
voice chat system: allows player to communicate with their team only through their microphone
(players can leave the voice chat or mute other players). 5) Chat wheel
Component: All passive items, creeps and structures act for themselves. Passive items are predefined.
Creeps and structures are similar in the way that their main functions involve attacking non-allied units.
Heroes kind of control their own hp / mana pools?
System: Controls day and night cycle, match time, fog of war, map modifications and interactions,
restrictions and rules for players and AI controlled units.

Strengthens allied towers for a short duration. Ability will have a cooldown after it has been used.
When activated by a player, player may select a location on the mini-map that they wish to scan.
Scanning will check whether there are any enemies at the selected location or not. Ability will have a
cooldown after it has been used.
23
24
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Hero Rotation and Turn Speed
Since some actions are required for the hero to face a certain direction it becomes important to calculate
that the turn rate may affect the action will occur due to the extra time the character needs to rotate.
Special System-Hero interactions
Day & Night Cycle: As mentioned earlier, there is a day and night cycle. This implies that after a set
time, the light setting of the map changes from light to dark and vice versa. This reduces the vision field
of both heroes, structures and wards. Some heroes have abilities that are affected by the day and night
cycle, meaning that their abilities are enforced or enhanced by the setting of the map.
Creep Aggro: is when an enemy creep changes from its attacking target to you. This can happen in
many ways. For example, if a player tries to attack (no matter if there is a successful hit or not) and
there is a creep from that team within your range, it will immediately try to attack you instead of its
originally intended target. Another example would be creep aggro with neutral creeps. If a player
attacks a neutral creep at a camp, those creeps will immediately start attacking you. If you instead just
pass by, they will not attack you. (For further reference see Le, 2014).
Stacking/Pulling: Players can interact with the creep camps by first pulling from a camp and in turn

stacking. Pulling requires for a player to go to a camp, at a fixed time short before the spawn time for
creeps, and lure out the current creep stack away from the camp (by taking advantage of creep aggro but
not killing). This will in turn create the stacking effect, meaning that at the set time when new creeps
will spawn and a player has successfully moved out the current creeps, new creeps will spawn. The past
wave of creeps, if not attacked, will return to their original camp.This way, the party of creeps at that
camp will have increased, adding the previous wave with the newly spawned wave. This is suitable for
heroes that need a lot of farm, giving them a bigger pool of creeps to gain gold from.
Last Hits:
This action means that the player get the last hit on a unit, which in turn will eliminate that target. This
is required for the hero to gain gold.
Denying:
This action occurs when a player gets the last hit of an allied unit. In turn, if an opponent tries to get the
last hit, they will not achieve it and will in turn not get gold for the kill and will only gain half the XP
from killing the unit.
Denying may be applied on heroes, lane creeps and allied structures.
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Map elements: Are objects located on the map, and are often static. Though, these elements can be used
in many different ways. For example, trees are static and have a “physical body” that prevents heroes
and creeps from walking through them. This means that the character must move around the object in
order to get by. Heroes can also break this function by using damaging abilities or items to chop down
trees, providing them with a new path to move through. Some heroes have the ability to move through
any terrain and map objects without harming or destroying the environment. (See Picture 7) . Another
function is that a player can use the map to their advantage for moving around the map and escaping or
surprising an enemy. When combining Fog of War, a hero’s field of vision and the map elements, and
effect of “hide and seek” is presented, one player may see a slight part of an opponent move through the
jungle, though the other player may be able to use the trees as disguise to escape from enemy territory.

Picture 7. A Screenshot displaying the hero Broodmother using her Spin Web ability to hide a) inside the web and
b) among the trees where heroes can’t normally walk. The description for Spin Web can be seen in the middle of
the image.
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Picture 8 . Edited screenshot to demonstrate the player’s game view. On the right hand side of the screenshot and
the peripheral, one can see the effect of the hero’s vision range.

Conflict
Obstacles: M
 ap Terrain; Map Elements, Heroes, creeps and structures “physical bodies”. Ability
cooldowns; Many elements on the HUD (a lot of information to keep track of).
Opponents: H
 igh variation between player skill (overall skill, game awareness, knowledge of game,
etc).
Dilemmas: k nowing adequate strategies and tactics. knowing the game, having game awareness.
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Appendix E - Interview Questions
Participant Demographics
MOBA of preference:
XP in years:
Play per week in hours:

x
x
x

Questions
Game specific questions: D2 = Dota 2, LoL = League of Legends, HotS = Heroes of the Storm

Competition
How often do you play competitive games (ranked)?
Does playing against better/not better players (e.g. higher rank) affect your playstyle?
Does performing well affect your sense of competition?

Mastery & Game Design
How would you describe the level of difficulty of this game?
Which aspects of the game do you consider to be challenging?
Do you consider the amount of info that is displayed to be ‘too much’ (e.g. HUD)?
Is knowing the map an important factor for gameplay?
Do you consider it is clear for you and other players what the objectives are?
Which factors are the most important to learn for a hero?
How do talents/items/runes affect gameplay for you?
What is important to learn about them?
D2:
How does denying/stacking/pulling affect gameplay?
Regarding the implementation of talents in Dota: how is it different to previous gameplay?
LoL:
Changes in LoL from masteries to runes reforged?
Do you consider the ‘surrender’ mechanic to be a good function to the game? Why?
Hots:
Do you consider it important to fulfill map objectives in order to win a match?
How does team levelling affect gameplay? (positive / negative aspect)
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If played various MOBAs:
Being able to buy items “any time” (and use courier) vs. having to port home?
How does last hitting affect gameplay amongst the games you’ve played?

Teamwork
What do you expect of your teammates ? Are the expectations different if you’re playing with
friends than strangers?
Do you often get uneven setted-up (e.g. higher/lower skilled players)?
What kind of dilemmas do you normally encounter when playing a match?
Communication
When do you consider it to be important that a teammate communicates?
What is your opinion on the current communication systems in the game?
Which type of communication system do you prefer to use? Why?
Toxicity
What do you consider to bring out the most negativity among players? For example, a player’s
personality, skill differences or game design factors (such as bugs or unbalanced abilities)?
Do you often intervene when another player is behaving badly?
Have you shown any signs of aggression or toxicity yourself, during play?
How does the current communication systems affect /prevent toxicity?
If played various MOBAs:
Where do you experience the most negativity among players?

Is there a specific mechanic to the game which hasn’t been brought up, that you consider to be
important for gameplay?
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